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About This Game

Parallyzed is an atmospheric adventure platformer with unique gameplay, set in a dark and enchanting dreamscape.

Blue and Red are deeply-connected twin sisters with very different personalities, abilities, and attributes. One day, in a moment
of jealousy, Red pushes Blue off a swing, paralyzing her. Devastated, Red realizes she can enter Blue's mind and, working

together, help her sister emerge from the coma and return to waking life.
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You play both sisters simultaneously. Red and Blue have the ability to swap bodies at any time. Help them make their way
through an ever-difficult, spooky landscape that keeps trying to block their progress. Each sister's color and size must overcome

the color and size of each dimension's obstacles.

- 25 tough-but-satisfying levels
- 25 beautiful locations

- Unique gameplay twist in each level!

Split your mind in two and get lost in the unparalleled beauty of Parallyzed!
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Publisher:
Double Coconut, WhisperGames
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This game was a total surprise for me. Simple controls but a hard concept merges with the music and sincere story about two
sisters.

Parallyzed really gives you a brain gym workout, crossing the left and right hemispheres of your brain. It combines intuition and
intellect which can lead to a zen moment. Mandatory training for Jedi adepts!. A whole game based on the concept of defying
ergonomy. It is as brilliant as it is simple.. I haven't played much into the game so far, however I will give my first impressions
of the game.

Upon opening up there is shown a short story which outlines the plot of the game and a couple of tutorials to get you used to the
controls before placing you in the game. Graphics wise I quite like it and the accompanying music is enjoyable. Getting into the
gameplay I was able to get through the tutorials quite easily but in the main game I found myself struggling a little. However I
should point out that I do not reguarly play puzzle platformers and I'm not quite good when I do play.

While I did struggle personally, I would reccomend it to anyone who is adept at puzzle-platformers.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/qVAd6fEdSec. + the idea is simple. moving through the obstacles by swapping the sisters (mouse left
clicking) or jumping (right clicking).

+ however, it is not as easy as you think because you need to take care both sisters at the same time. (multi-tasking).

+ US$1.2 (70% off) for such an amazing game. it is a steal.. Fun game, you have to keep an eye on both characters and switch
them between up and down (matching the character color to the colored light balls shown) and jumping over obstacles. It really
makes you think and try to remember the pattern to get through the levels. Definitely recommend this game.
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Surprisingly challenging, kept me engaged despite having no real plot or enemy to focus on.

This game is harder and more fun than it has any right to be. Somehow uses a basic concept of controlling two characters to
make what would normally be the world's easiest platformer into something that causes me much frustration.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=xH88BXCwQEw&channel=UC9I_hGc1N7uT4a2G2mwja4g

Core concept is pretty basic, you control two characters and can make them jump or swap positions. The level design itself is
very simplistic but it's the splitting of your focus that causes things to go\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up. I am
actually really surprised by how much effort this game requires, one of the levels took me over 120 tries to clear.

Warning: may cause some motion sickness, I don't know whether it's trying to focus on two different halves of the screen or the
fact that it's a platformer on rails (instead of the charcter moving through the level the level moves around the character) but
some of the levels make me very nauseous.. Beautiful game!

I'm not big fun of side-view runners but this one is challenging me.
Story touchies my heart, very cute characters.
Late levels are hard but playable.
Overall nice indie game to try, to challenge yourself.. doesn't support gamepad. Gorgeous, keeps you on your toes. Downsides
are the very repetitive soundtrack and the fact that it's pretty short.. this game is so much fun, you must to focus in every stage,
good graphic, nice game play,
just need focus lol~
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